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– FOR A DIVORCE
Tracy with his
long-suffering
wife, Sabina
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HE fourth season of
“Desperate Housewives”
hasn’t even started, but the
set is already a war zone
again – with the catty
stars taking bets on how long Eva
Longoria’s marriage will last.
The peaceful summer hiatus and
Eva’s spectacular French wedding
have done nothing to quell the cat
fights and diva-like behavior that
have plagued the nighttime soap in
recent years.
The lead actresses on the show –
which starts the new season Sept. 30
– are battling over everything from
story lines to trailers to photo shoots,
say sources.
The atmosphere on the set is so
toxic that cast members are making
bets about whether Eva’s TV marriage
will outlast her off-screen wedding,
reveals a series insider.
“The cat claws are out like never
before, and the actresses’ inability
to get along is causing headaches
for producers, writers and crew
members. And the one joke that’s
keeping a smile on people’s faces is
at Eva’s expense.”
The cast is actually making bets
which marriage will end first – her
fictional character Gabrielle’s marriage
to Victor Lang or diva Eva’s recent
marriage to pro basketball star Tony
Parker, according to the insider.
“Other than sharing the private joke
on Eva, the actresses can’t stand to be
around one another.”
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TRACY MORGAN
BACK IN COURT

OLLOWING a string of
outrageous drunken
incidents and sexual
shenanigans, “30 Rock” star
Tracy Morgan has been dumped
by his long-suffering wife,
The ENQUIRER has learned
exclusively.
“Sabina simply couldn’t take it
anymore,” declared a pal.
“When Tracy drinks, he turns
into a booze-fueled, sex-crazed
wild man.”
The actor himself told The
ENQUIRER: “Me and my wife
are going through a divorce,
but she is still my friend.
“She is my rock and is totally
supportive of what I am doing,
and that’s me having hit rock
bottom.”
Ironically, the 38-year-old
entertainer told us about his
divorce on Aug. 16 – while in
New York to be sentenced for a
drunk-driving bust that occurred
last November.
Tracy married high school
sweetheart Sabina in 1985,
and the couple have three sons.
He says his wild partying started
during his seven-year stint on
“Saturday Night Live.”
During the past year, The
ENQUIRER covered many of his
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Comic tells all
in EXCLUSIVE
ENQUIRER INTERVIEW
screwball antics as his alcohol
topless club) last night. I love
abuse grew more dangerous.
the ladies here. Oh, my God!
In our Dec. 18, 2006, issue, we
Somebody’s going to get
revealed how Tracy terrorized
pregnant while I’m in town.”
staff and patrons at the trendy
In the wake of his marriage colManhattan restaurant Cafeteria
lapse, Tracy told The ENQUIRER
during several trips there.
his goal is to celebrate his 39th
Once, he got so drunk he
birthday this Nov. 10 as a sober
stripped down
man.The actor
to his boxer
says he’s been
shorts in front of
attending an
stunned customalcohol treatment
ers, say sources.
program in
He also
New York.
simulated sex
“Being drunk
with a female
got scary,” he
patron, tried to
confessed. “And
stick his finger
it definitely is not
down a male
cool to drink and
staffer’s pants
drive. Thank God
and chased the
I didn’t get hurt
frightened man
and that nobody
into the kitchen.
got hurt.”
Tracy’s shenanigans
The bizarre
At his
continue to make
public incidents
Manhattan
headlines
went on and on.
Criminal Court
Then in April,
sentencing, the
we reported that Tracy went
actor was hit with a $1,000 fine
nuts during an appearance on
and a six-month suspension of
a morning TV show.
his driver’s license.
After ripping off his shirt, he
He vowed to The ENQUIRER: “I
told a stunned show host and
have no intention of screwing up
viewers at KVIA in El Paso,
again.”
by ALEXANDER HITCHEN
Texas: “I went to Jaguars (a local
and JEANNE KING

“WHEN ABC NEEDS A PHOTO OF
the Housewives together – Eva,
Teri Hatcher, Marcia Cross, Felicity
Huffman and Nicollette Sheridan
– it’s always a problem because they
refuse to sit together for an extended
period,” divulged the insider.
“When the marketing department
recently needed new pictures of the
furious five, a photographer had to
WHOSE NUPTIALS
WILL LAST?
Eva’s TV union
to Victor Lang...

...or
to p
star
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